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Lamination is a widespread growth phenomenon in many geological and biological 
materials. Examples of macroscopic lamination include tree rings, varved lake sediments, ice 
cores and reef corals. The origin and growth mechanism of lamination, although complex in 
detail and different for each environment, is generally driven by processes on subannual to 
multiannual time scales.   

Laminated sediments of annual origin (annually laminated or annually banded 
sediments) are currently top priority in paleoclimate research as they are recognized as very 
high-resolution archives of environmental change that can be validated using instrumental 
data for the most recent period of the last 200 years. In certain areas, laminated sedimentary 
sequences provide continuous millennial-scale records, e.g., the marine late glacial sediments 
in the Cariaco basin (Hughen et al., 2004) or Holocene speleothems from Oman (Fleitmann et 
al., 2004). 

In many cases examination of annually laminated successions requires microscopic 
techniques and the process of lamina counting and thickness measurement remains a tedious 
task. Various software is in use for counting tree rings (Varem-Sanders & Campbell, 1996; 
Conner et al. 2000) but it is not versatile enough for convenient use on sediment cores or 
petrographic thin sections. Algorithms for automated lamina recognition on surfaces of 
sediment cores (Schaaf & Thurow, 1994) and petrographic thin sections (Zolitschka, 1996) 
only work for regularly layered sediments. The lamina counting tool recently presented by 
Frankus et al. (2002) assists manual counting but is impracticable for more complex or curved 
laminae.   

We developed a C++ based software tool (WinGeol Lamination Tool) that is capable 
of semi-automatically detecting and measuring laminae also in sediments showing large 
internal growth variability. Individual digital images of thin sections or sediment surfaces are 
imported and stitched together. The total file size may exceed several hundred megabytes thus 
enabling rapid processing of long laminated sequences. A full set of functions for image 
enhancement is implemented to optimize subsequent lamination analysis. The operator draws 
a profile line perpendicular to the layer boundaries and defines data-, no-data- and link-
segments along this profile line in order to maintain control over laminated and nonlaminated 
features. The lamination tool computes a grayscale or RGB profile along the profile line and a 
buffer zone can be determined to include pixel values laterally adjacent to the profile. It is 
thus possible to grasp even noisy or faint laminae. The algorithm for automated lamina 
detection uses the grayscale or RGB profile as computation basis. Specific parameters, set by 
the operator, allow adjustment of this algorithm to detect different types of lamination. Each 
single lamina boundary suggested by the detection algorithm can be evaluated and readjusted 
by the operator in order to distinguish between annual and subannual layering where 
necessary. The number and thickness of detected laminae and the grayscale or RGB profile 
can be exported as an ASCII file for subsequent visualisation and interpretation using 
common statistical software packages.   

The WinGeol Lamination Tool provides an important step to efficiently and 
quantitatively examine lamination in a variety of layered archives down to the micron scale. 
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